The World's Finest Bicycles Made in England by Raleigh
RALEIGH SUPERBE

Truly the world's most elegant bicycle. The Superbe incorporates such patented features as the Dynohub built-in generator with tail light, and head lamp, fork lock, and Sturmey-Archer 3-Speed Hub. The perfect choice in Bronze Green for those who demand the ultimate.

Gents Model DL-24 available in 21" and 23" frame in Bronze Green.
Ladies Model DL-24L available in 21" frame in Bronze Green.

RALEIGH SPORTS

Dunlop Dual-Line Nylon Tires are standard equipment on all Raleigh 26" wheel models including Superbe, Sports, Sprite and Colt.
Touring Cycles

RALEIGH SPORTS

World famous high quality classic touring bicycle, incorporating every feature for comfort and reliability. Standard equipment includes Sturmey-Archer 3-Speed hub with trigger control, pump and touring bag.

* Cents Model DL-22 available in 21” frame in Black, Burgundy, and Bronze Green and 23” frame in Black and Bronze Green. Also available in 21” frame with TCW Hub in Bronze Green.  

* Ladies Model DL-22L available in 21” frame in Black, Sky Blue, and Bronze Green 19½” frame in Sky Blue and Burgundy. Also available in 19½” frame with TCW Hub in Bronze Green.

RALEIGH SPRITE

Spirited addition to the Raleigh line of fine touring bicycles is the 5-Speed Sprite, built for effortless fun cycling. Choice of new patented Sturmey-Archer 5-Speed Hub with fully enclosed gears or Huret 5-Speed Derailleur fitted with New Chrome Alloy Shift Levers.

* Sturmey-Archer 5-Speed Hub Models:
  * Boys Model DL-70 available in 21” frame in Burgundy and Bronze Green and 23” frame in Bronze Green.  
  * Girls Model DL-70L available in 21” frame in Burgundy and Bronze Green.

* Huret 5-Speed Derailleur Models:
  * Boys Model DL-71 available in 21” frame in Flamenco Red.  
  * Girls Model DL-71L available in 19½” frame in Sky Blue.
Raleigh Racing and Sports Cycles

Bred from the heat of competition, the cycles in Raleigh's 10-Speed collection are designed and handmade in Raleigh's own Carlton Factories by the world's leading specialists in the racing field... Offered in a variety of specifications and fitted with the most carefully selected components, the Raleigh 10-Speeds are painstakingly crafted to suit every performance requirement, taste and budget.

Super Course, Grand Prix, and Record models are fitted with 40-52T chainwheel and 14-28T sprocket.

SUPER COURSE:
Specifications include Reynolds 531 tubing, quick release wide-flange hubs and center-pull brakes, alloy rims, Dunlop II P. tires, Simplex Prestige 10-Speed gear, and other high quality components.

Gents Model DL-100 available in 21½" and 23½" frame sizes in Coffee and Bronze Green Colors.

GRAND PRIX:
Features fully lugged racing frame tubing, center-pull brakes, wide-flange hubs with wing nuts, Dunlop Sprite gum wall tires, Simplex Prestige 10-Speed gear, and choice components.

Gents Model DL-115 available in 21½" and 23½" frame sizes in Flamboyant Red, Silver Blue, and Bronze Green colors, and 25½" frame in Bronze Green.

RECORD:
Fully lugged frame, Dunlop Sprite Gum Wall Tires, Huret 10-Speed gear, leather saddle on Gents Model and mattoose saddle on Ladies Model... Fitted with choice components.

Gents Model DL-130 available in 21" and 23" frame sizes in Bronze Green, Competition Blue, and Red with Black trim.

Ladies Model DL-130L available in 19½" frame in Bronze Green and Competition Blue.
Raleigh Carlton Handmade Cycles
International Champions with 40 First Place Wins

PROFESSIONAL:
The ultimate for the discriminating cyclist who wants the best... Frame is of Reynolds 531 double butted tubes, forks, and stays... fully equipped with CAMPAGNOLO COMPONENTS including many extras. Gents Model DL-150 available in 20½”, 21½”, 22½”, 23½”, 24½” frame sizes... finished in exquisite white and contrasting trim.

COMPETITION:
Reynolds 531 butted tubes, forks, and stays, and fully equipped with quality selected components. GENTS MODEL DL-140 available in 21½”, 22½”, 23½”, 24½”. Choice of Bronze Green or Black with Red Trim.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

Real cycling devotees who want the very finest can choose from the PROFESSIONAL and COMPETITION models... which are superbly crafted and handmade to exaciting specifications in Raleigh’s Carlton factory.

Carlton made machines have earned championships year after year in international events, gaining success in the Tour de France with the Carlton/BMB Professional team winning 40 first places in one season.
Wild New Fun Bike From Raleigh

Makes all other Hi-Risers eat dust! . . . Built tough with Raleigh's patented advance-design wedge chassis, the Chopper features a new L-Bucket dragster saddle that really gives you a “Rocking Chair ride” . . . Geared for fast starts and easy peddling with famous Sturmey-Archer hubs available with new Twinshift 5-Speed or Sportshift 3-Speed power consoles with T-Bar controls . . . You'll find loads of wanted “extras” are standard on all Chopper models at no extra cost . . . like Raleigh red-line Vinylon tires both front and studded, chromed roll bar and fork/des, front and rear, sure-stop caliper brakes and built-in kick stands . . . these plus other way-ahead features to keep you out in front. Choose from a full array of Chopper Dragster models and colors . . .

Chopper®
AW Three Speed
(Not Illustrated)
Same as 520 above except fitted with AW 3-Speed hub, . . . front and rear caliper brakes.
Boys Model DL 510 in Yellow, Orange, Red, Black and Blue Colors.

Chopper®
CST Coaster Single Speed
(Not Illustrated)
Same fine Chopper construction and styling, fitted with safety coaster foot brake.
Boys Model DL 300 in Yellow, Red and Green Colors.

Chopper®
3+2 Five Speed
Fitted with Sturmey-Archer 5-Speed hub with enclosed gears and Twinshift Power Console with Split-T Dual Control.
Boys Model DL 530 in Yellow, Orange, Green and Black Colors.

Chopper®
TCW Three Speed
Fitted with Sturmey-Archer TCW hub (3-Speeds and Coaster brake) and Sportshift with T-Bar control. Equipped with front caliper brake.
Boys Model DL 526 in Yellow, Blue and Green Colors.
RODEO 5-SPEED
Features derailleur gears, white wall tires, Brooks dragster saddle, caliper brakes, built-in kickstand, plus other fine Raleigh features. Boys Model DL-99 in Yellow, Orange, Green and Blue.

FIREBALL 5-SPEED

FIREBALL DTR COASTER
(Not Illustrated)
RALEIGH COLT

Featuring big 26” wheels but with frame sizes youngsters can handle, Colts are the ideal bike for boys and girls 9 years and older.

Boys Model DL-58 has 20”/18” drop frame; choice of AW Hub in Burgundy color or TCW Hub in Black.

Girls Model DL-58L has 18 inch frame; choice of AW Hub in Sky Blue or TCW Hub in Sky Blue and Bronze Green.
Five to Teen Bikes

RALEIGH SPACE RIDER
Designed for boys and girls 7-9 years old, Space Riders combine a 24" wheel size with a 16" frame. Choice of TCW 3-Speed Hub or Coaster Brake.

Boys Model DL-54 has 18"/19" drop frame, coaster model in Carmine and TCW model in Bronze Green.

Girls Model DL-54L has 16" frame coaster model in Sky Blue and TCW model in Bronze Green.

RALEIGH MOUNTIE
The perfect first 2-wheeler, Mountie is designed for 5 to 7 year olds. A miniature of the big Raleigh, the Mountie with 20" wheels and diamond frame comes with a coaster foot brake and is easy to ride and handle.

Boys Model DL-80 has a 14" frame in Red.

Girls Model DL-80L has a 14" frame in Blue.
RALEIGH MINI
Made especially for little ones who want the fun of a two-wheeler, “hi-rise style.” Fashioned after the big Roaders, the Mini features 16” wheels, Dunlop tires, cantilever drop frame safety coaster, front brake and exclusive mini-dragsaddle.
Boys Model DL-16 in Flamenco, Fuchsia and Gold colors.
Girls Model DL-16l. in Blue color.

WINKIE TRICYCLE
Cycling begins on a Raleigh Winkie, the quality made tricycle. Made like no ordinary trike, the Winkie features chain drive 16” wheels and ball bearings throughout for easy pedaling and comes equipped with a hand brake.
Model DL-10 in Firecracker Red color.

New Folding Bicycle Raleigh “Folder”
Folds to nearly half size with the flick of a lever... perfect for boaters, campers, apartment dwellers and the like. Same fine quality features as Model DL-20.
Model DL-25 in Bronze Green and Sky Blue colors.

Raleigh Tourist . . . Especially built for tall people, the only bicycle available in America with 28” wheels in choice of 24” and 22” frame sizes. Fitted with Sturmey-Archer AW hub, rod brakes, roadster tires, pump and bag.
Tall Gents Model DL-1 with 24” frame in Black.
Tall Gals Model DL-11. with 22” frame in Black.
New Shape for New Fun
Raleigh Twenty

A chic "His" and "Hers" quality bike for people of all ages and sizes — Features new design frame for lightweight durability and 20" wheels for extra effortless acceleration . . . Quick release levers make for easy adjustment of saddle and handlebar heights. Fitted with Sturmey-Archer 3-Speed gear and twist-grip control, caliper brakes and large strong carrier . . . perfect bike for getting around campus and suburbia. Model DL-20 in choice of Bronze Green and Sky Blue.

KEEP FIT WITH SHAPE-MATE®
New Exerciser from Raleigh

Enjoy much of the fun and physical fitness you get from bicycle riding without leaving your home or office . . . the Shape-Mate® Exerciser, built on the tension principle, simulates the cycling effort required for free wheeling and hill climbing at various levels of incline by means of a simple lever.

Made of strong tubular steel for solid support, Shape-Mate® occupies only 3.2 sq. ft. of floor space when in use and folds for easy self-standing storage in 2 sq. ft. of space. Equipped with speedometer and odometer to indicate speed and distance, comfortable saddle and handlebars easily adjusted with quick release levers . . . no tools needed, specially designed pedals with rubber foot rests and toe straps . . . comfortable even when barefoot.

Model XL 15 available in 4 compatible decorator colors: White, Powder Blue, Yellow, Lime Green.
The mark of a Real Raleigh is the Heron Crest and only bicycles bearing this emblem are made to the exact specifications and with all the special quality features described in this catalog and shown below:

**Unmatched Flamboyant Color Finishes:** Standard hand-painted production colors, with an exclusive 5 step electrostatic coating process with layers of primer, powderized rubber, undercoat and 2 coats of high gloss finishing lacquer.

**FINISH** — Raleigh enameling and nickel-chrome plating are recognized the world over as the finest due to the rust-proofing method and over 50 years experience in the world market.

**FRAMES** — Made of highly tensile (230) steel tubing joined by lugs fitted with inner liners, every joint sealed and precision brazed to hold a lifetime.

**FORKS** — Are of tubular steel especially designed and tapered for lightness, maximum durability and shock-absorbing resilience. Individual brazed-in tips insure true axle alignment identified by distinctive Raleigh Thimble Design.

**BOTTOM BRACKET ASSEMBLY** — Precision Machined through 30 separate operations, features turned axle and cups fully lined with individual ball bearings for friction-free operation.

**RIMS** — All steel, section tubular Raleigh pattern rims for extra strength. Standard on all models.

**MOVING PARTS** — Every moving part is fully ball bearing with machined cones and caps. Parts remain tight and dirt free.

**TIRES** — New Dual line Nylon extra strength tires by Dunlop standard on all 26" wheel models.

**BRAKES** — Machined steel caliper hand brakes engineered to give a safe and sure stop.

**SHOCK-STOP RUBBER GRIPS** — Standard on all 26" wheel models.

**CRANK** — Square three-piece Machine forged cranks with turned spindle for strength and smooth pedaling. Famous Raleigh Chainwheel with forged Heron design.

**HUBS** — Sturmey-Archer, of course, our own hubs recognized the world over. They are dependable and trouble free.

**AW—3-speed wide ratio gear with free wheeling. TCW—combines 3 speed gear with coaster brake. SC—single speed with foot brake (coaster).

**Another Raleigh Exclusive** — Revolutionary New design. Sturmey-Archer patented 5-speed hub with fully enclosed gears gives smooth effortless acceleration from extra low to overdrive. Standard on sprite and 3+2 chopper models.

**5-SPEED GEAR RATIO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Bike travels</th>
<th>Per Pr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Super High</td>
<td>Bike travels 73.35 in.</td>
<td>per pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Bike travels 51.90 in.</td>
<td>per pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Bike travels 48.90 in.</td>
<td>per pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Bike travels 38.65 in.</td>
<td>per pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Low</td>
<td>Bike travels 33.30 in.</td>
<td>per pr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*pedal revolution.

**DOUBLE MUDGUARD STAY** — double stay for rear Mudguard is standard on all 26" wheel models.

**FFNDPSS** — Heavy steel ribbed section with welded-on braces, rattle proof and trouble free.

**SADDLE** — Not only comfortable but will also cut all others—beautifully designed leather saddles made by Brooks, of course.

**THREE POINT CHAINGUARD ANCHORAGE** — standard on all Raleigh models.

---

**INTERNATIONAL CYCLE WARRANTY**

All Raleigh made bicycles bearing this factory affixed emblem are UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED against all defects in material and workmanship anywhere in the world and Raleigh will replace without cost any Raleigh made part which is found defective in manufacture.

This guarantee is alternative to any rights in law and does not cover defects from wear, accident or misuse nor defects in products not manufactured by us, nor dealer labor charges or transportation costs.

Made in England Serviced Throughout America ... Guaranteed Worldwide

RALEIGH A COMPANY

Raleigh Industries of America
1168 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02134

DADE CYCLE SHOP
3423 MAIN HIGHWAY
MIAMI, FLA. 33133
PHONE 443-6675

Your authorized Raleigh Dealer
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